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Rotational cooling of polar molecules by Stark-tuned cavity resonance

C. H. Raymond Ooi*
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A general scheme for rotational cooling of diatomic heteronuclear molecules is proposed. It uses a super-
conducting microwave cavity to enhance the spontaneous decay via Purcell effect. Rotational cooling can be
induced by sequentially tuning each rotational transition to cavity resonance, starting from the highest transi-
tion level to the lowest one using an electric field. Electrostatic multipoles can be used to provide large
confinement volume with essentially homogeneous background electric field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, there are three main techniques to prod
translationally cold molecules. The buffer gas@1# and Stark
deceleration@2# cooling schemes employ trapping of the lo
field seekers, which requires the molecules to be in the
propriate internal states. The cold molecules produced f
the photoassociation technique@4# are usually vibrationally
hot, occupying a number of high-lying vibrational states. V
brational cooling schemes using optimal control of ultrash
pulses have been proposed@5#. Translationally cold mol-
ecules are useful for precision spectroscopy and meas
ments, molecular optics and interferometry as well as
cold collisions studies, although they may be internally h
It is also desirable to have translationally and internally c
molecules as well if the aim is to obtain molecular Bos
Einstein condensate@3#. For the purpose of trapping, th
molecules need to be cooled internally.

There has been no scheme to rotationally cool molec
although there are several methods of producing molec
in a single rotational state. A classic example is the elec
static low-J selector which has been used for the rotatio
state selection long ago@6#. Optical Stern-Gerlach effect ha
been demonstrated for atoms@7#, and molecular state selec
tion by lasers has been proposed@8#. However, these tech
niques are best applied to molecular beam. They are
cooling schemes since they do not employ a dissipa
mechanism. Supersonic expansion is based on dissipa
and may also produce rotationally cold molecules, but can
be used to cool molecules which are already translation
cold since it requires high pressure and can only be app
mechanically on hot molecules. Besides, for translation
cold molecules it is more efficient to employ dissipative p
cess for internal cooling which avoids the loss of molecul

Recently, we have proposed one-dimensional~1D! trans-
lational cooling schemes for molecules which rely on
single optical spontaneous emission@9#. The schemes can b
repeated for 3D cooling if the 1D cooled molecules can
brought back to the initial internal state again. The molecu
in the excited rotvibrational states can redistribute signific
amount of the internal energy into the translation motion
the state-changing inelastic collisions. At high temperatu
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this becomes a problem for trapping due to the increa
collision rate. Therefore, it is essential to remove the inter
excitations by the spontaneous emissions fast enough be
the inelastic collisions occur. The spontaneous emission
ries away the entropy to the radiation, while the inelas
collision transfers entropy to the translational degree.
sufficiently dilute heteronuclear molecules, vibrational co
ing occurs within 0.121 s time scale through infrared spon
taneous emissions before the vibrational inelastic collisi
take place. Thus, the vibrational entropy is discarded as
diation entropy instead of the translational entropy. Howev
the rotational spontaneous emissions can occur only in p
molecules and take much longer time, beyond the exp
mental time scale for dilute gas. For a dense gas, rotatio
decay may be enhanced through the many-body effect,
inelastic collision rate may become dominantly large.

In this paper, we propose a rotational cooling scheme
confined polar molecules. We use the external electric fi
to tune the internal transitions into resonance with a lo
microwave cavity~Fig. 1!. This enhances the rotational spo
taneous emissions via the Purcell effect@10#, whereby the
populations are transferred to a lower rotational level
stages and eventually to the ground rotational level. The P
cell effect has been experimentally demonstrated by G
et al. using Rydberg atoms in a microwave cavity@11#. The

FIG. 1. Schematic of the apparatus for rotational cooling us
cavity enhanced dissipation and electric field for resonance tun
and 3D confinement.
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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cooling process requires long interaction time, and we h
proposed a method to confine the molecules within the ca
field.

II. INITIAL STATE

We consider a gas of polar diatomic molecules at ther
equilibrium temperatureT with the Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-
tribution. We also assume that the gas is sufficiently dil
such that the inelastic collision is negligible throughout t
cooling process. Below room temperature, the populati
are essentially in the ground electronic stateug,V&. Thus, the
population and the eigenenergy in the vibrational stateun&
and the rotational statesuJ,M & with J>V ~the total elec-
tronic angular momentum! are given, respectively, by

P~g,V,n,J!5Po~2J11! (
V51/2,3/2

exp$2Eg,V,nJ /kBT%,

~1!

Eg,nJ,V5hcH Tg1vgS n1
1

2D2vgxgS n1
1

2D 2

1FBg2agS n1
1

2D G@J~J11!2V2#J , ~2!

where Tg , vg , vgxg , Bg , and ag are the standard elec
tronic, vibrational, and rotational constants~in wave number!
@12#.

From Eqs.~1! and~2!, we estimate that for CsF molecu
with (ve ,vexe ,Be ,ae)5(352.56,1.61,0.184,0.0012) cm21

@12#, only the first five rotational levels in the ground vibr
tional level (n50) are significantly occupied at a temper
ture around 1 K. The rotational levels and the magnetic~Zee-
man! states for casesV50 and V5 1

2 are shown in Figs.
2~a! and 3~a!, respectively. Initially, the molecules are in a
the magnetic states. In order to cool the molecules in all
magnetic states, the cavity must be able to support the
early polarized as well as the circularly polarized photo
corresponding toDM50 and61 transitions, respectively. I
we assume that the cavity supports only the linearly po
ized photons, only the states withM<6V will be sequen-
tially Stark tuned to cavity frequency by an external sta
electric field for an enhanced spontaneous decay toward
ground level. The molecules in the other states~with M.
6V) are off resonance with the cavity and their decays w
not be enhanced. In this case, we will have to extract o
the molecules in the statesM<6V for rotational cooling.

III. ROTATIONAL COOLING SCHEME

In this section, we elaborate on the rotational cooli
scheme based on the proposed setup apparatus~Fig. 1!.

A. Cooling mechanism

The spacings of rotational levels in polar diatomic m
ecules increase monotonically with energy levels. We
this monotonic property to bring the populations from t
high-J levels to a low-J ~ground! level by enhanced rota
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tional decay in alossymicrowave cavity. We want to bring
each pair of transition (uJ,M & to uJ21,M2q& with q50,
61 and J>1) into resonance with the cavity each tim
starting from theJmax→ Jmax21 transition and ending with
the J5V11 → J5V transition. We shall elaborate on th
simplest scheme employing only thep transitions (q5DM
50) @Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!#, as well as the scheme which us
multiple polarized cavity for both thes andp transitions.

B. Cavity enhanced decay

When the cavity is resonant with the radiative transiti
from uJ,M & to uJ21,M2q&, the decay rate is enhance
given by the Purcell formula@13#

Gc,J,M ,q5
2mJ,M ,q

2

«oV\
Q5hGo,J,M ,q , ~3!

whereGo,J,M ,q516p3mJ,M ,q
2 /3«ohlc

3 is the free space deca
rate, h53lc

3Q/4p2V is the cavity enhancement facto
mJ,M ,q is the dipole transition matrix element,lJ is the tran-
sition wavelength resonant with the cavity frequencyvc
52pc/lc , Q is the quality factor, andV5* uumn(r )u2d3r is
the effective cavity volume for the Hermite-Gaussian (m,n)
transverse mode functionumn(r ).

We consider a Gaussian mode in a symmetricconfocal
resonator~aligned along thez axis, see Fig. 1!, we have@14#

FIG. 2. Spinless (S50) molecule such as CsF in sta
uX 1S0 ,n50&: ~a! Rotational levels and the Zeeman states with
single ground state. Only the parallel transitions~1 to 3! with DM
50 are shown.~b! Electric fields for tuning the CsF molecules from
the upper stateuJmax510,M50& to the lowest stateuJ50,M 8
50&.
0-2
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ROTATIONAL COOLING OF POLAR MOLECULES BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 013410 ~2003!
the cavity spacingL5(s1 1
2 )lc/2 for longitudinal-mode or-

der s, field waist wo5AlcL/2p5lcA(s1 1
2 )/4p, intensity

uu00(r )u25@wo
2/w2(z)#e22(x21y2)/w2(z) with w2(z)5wo

2@1
1(2lcz/pwo)2#. From these, the effective volume and t
enhancement factor are rewritten as

V5Lwo
2p/25

lcL
2

4
5S s1

1

2D 2

lc
3/16, ~4!

h5
12Q

p2S s1
1

2D 2 . ~5!

A large enhancement factor is obtained by using a su
conducting cavity with largeQ and a lower-order modes.
The free and enhanced decay rates are dependent onJ andM
through the numerical factor in the matrix elements.

C. Shielding thermal photons

In the microwave regime, the mean number of therm
photonsn̄(vc) is not negligible. It enhances the spontaneo
decay rate asGo,J,M ,q5(mJ,M ,q

2 vc
3/3«o\pc3)@2n̄(vc)11#.

However, it reduces the cooling efficiency since the decay
states cannot be completely depopulated due to the sim
neous incoherent excitations of the thermal photons.
usual way to reduce the thermal photons is by cooling of
apparatus. The inner surface of the apparatus is coated w
microwave photon absorbing material such as graph

FIG. 3. OH molecule in stateuX 1P1/2,n50&: ~a! Rotational
levels and the Zeeman states with two ground states. Six par
transitions~1 to 3! are shown.~b! Electric fields for tuning the OH
molecules from the upper states ofuJmax59.5,M560.5& to ground
statesuJ50.5,M 8560.5&.
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while the outer surface can also be shielded with a photo
band-gap structure@15#. Thus, we can setn̄50 and write the
free space decay rate forp transitionuJ,M &→uJ21,M & and
s transitionuJ,M &→uJ21,M71& @16#, respectively, as

Go,J,M ,q5
uumuu2

lc
3

g~J,M !2.818731046 ~ in S.I.!, ~6!

whereuumuu is the reduced electric dipole matrix element f
the vibronic state, andg(J,M )5@(J1M )(J2M )#/@(2J
21)(2J11)# and @(J6M11)(J6M12)#/@(2J21)(2J
11)# for the p transition ands transition, respectively.

D. Electric-field tuning

In order to enhance the decay of each transition, we
either tune the cavity or the levels into resonance with e
other. In principle, we can construct a tunable cavity
changing the distance between the mirrors. First, the m
ecules are put into the cavity tuned to enhance the spont
ous emission of the highest rotational state, fromJmax to
Jmax21. Then, the cavity is tuned to the next lower transiti
and so on until all the populations are brought to a sin
rovibrational state J50. Here, L changes from (s
1 1

4 )lJmax
/2 to (s1 1

4 )lV/2. However, this approach is no
very feasible in practice@17#.

It is more realistic to tune the transition levels into res
nance with cavity frequency using anexternal electric field.
For DM50 transitions, photons are most likely to be emitt
perpendicular to the dipole. To maximize the molecu
dipole-cavity field coupling strength and the spontaneous
cay rate, the dipole should be parallel to thecavity electric
field ~in x-y plane!. Therefore, the tuning electric field i
applied along thex axisso that it aligns the dipole along th
cavity field ~see Fig. 1!. Here, theDM561 transitions can
be enhanced too as the photons are emitted in all directi
although the most probable direction is parallel to the dipo
If the tuning electric field is along thecavity axis, the DM
50 transition may not be optimally enhanced because
photon is emitted exactly along the dipole. However, there
still some enhancement from the off-axis modes because
microwave cavity is essentially a closed cavity which pr
vides a large solid angle of mode confinement.

A pair of closely spaced electrostatic plates can be in
duced into the cavity to produce a tunable homogene
transverse electric fieldEJ perpendicular to the cavity axi
~say along thex direction! for Stark tuning. Thus, the edge
of the superconducting cavity mirrors can be shielded fr
the strong electric field using a metallic casing or coating
maintain a constant high-Q value.

The energy separation between statesuJ,M & and uJ
21,M2q& in the electric fieldEJ,M ,q is

DEn,J,M ,q5hc2JH Be2aeS n1
1

2D J
1

~mEJ,M ,q!2

2hcBe
~ f J,M2 f J21,M2q!, ~7!

lel
0-3
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where

f J,M2 f J21,M2q5
J~J11!23M2

J~J11!~2J21!~2J13!

2
J~J21!23~M2q!2

~J21!J~2J23!~2J11!

andm is the electric dipole moment.
From Eq.~7!, it is possible to keep a pair of transition

cavity resonanceDEn,J,M ,q5hc/lc by varying the electric
field for each set ofJ,M ,q. Settingn50, the required elec-
tric field for each transition can be predicted as

EJ,M ,q5
hc

m
A 2Be

f J,M2 f J21,M2q
H 1

lc
2J~2Be2ae!J . ~8!

We need to fix the cavity parameters throughlc such that
the argument in the square root is positive. In general,f J,M
2 f J21,M2q can be positive or negative depending on t
transition, so it may not be possible to use a single value
lc to tune all transitions to cavity resonance. It is only po
sible to tune those transitions with negative values off J,M
2 f J21,M2q @the ‘‘negative sign’’ transitions in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!# to cavity resonance by choosing the cavity parame
lc which gives a negative nominator in Eq.~8!, 1/lc
,J(2Be2ae) or L.s1 1

2 /2J(2Be2ae), in order to obtain
real values ofEJ,M ,q . This can be satisfied forJ>1 and

J.H 1

2
@116M21A~113M2136M4!#J 1/2

,

FIG. 4. The signs off J,M82 f J21,M in Eq. ~8! for ~a! p transi-
tions (DM50) and~b! p transitions (DM561). Due to the qua-
dratic dependence of the Stark shift onM, the transitionsuJ,uM u
11&→uJ21,uM u& are symmetrical to uJ,2uM u21&→uJ21,
2uM u&.
01341
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1

lc
5~2Be2ae! or L5

s1
1

2

2~2Be2ae!
, ~9!

and Eqs.~6! and ~8! become

Go,J,M ,q5uumuu2~2Be2ae!
3g~J,M !2.818731046 ~ in S.I.!,

~10!

EJ,M ,q5
hc

m
A2Be~2Be2ae!

f J,M2 f J21,M2q
~12J!. ~11!

Condition ~9! applies to thep transitions@Fig. 4~a!# and
to the s transitions@Fig. 4~b!#, where f J,M2 f J21,M2q are
negative. It also applies touJ51,M50&→u0,0& although
f 1,02 f 0,0 is positive@Fig. 4~a!# because Eq.~11! vanishes for
J51.

On the other hand, the ‘‘corner’’p transitions uJ,M
56J&→uJ21,6(J21)& have a positive denominator,

f J,6J2 f J21,6(J21)5
4J13

~2J11!~2J13!J~J11!
.

The cavity valuelc defined by Eq.~9! gives a negative
nominator and cannot be used to tune these transitions.
‘‘corner’’ transitions and thosep transitions@Fig. 4~a!# with
‘‘positive sign’’ can be tuned for cooling by using a differen
cavity parameter which satisfies a positive numerator in
~8!, 1/lc.J(2Be2ae). A reasonable choice is

1

lc
5Jmax~2Be2ae! ~12!

and we have

Go,J,M ,q5Jmax
3 uumuu2~2Be2ae!

3g~J,M !2.8187

31046 ~ in S.I.!, ~13!

EJ,M ,q5
hc

m
A2Be~2Be2ae!

f J,M2 f J21,M2q
$Jmax2J%. ~14!

If the cavity only supports the linearly polarized photon
only the parallel or thep transitions (DM50) can be en-
hanced. For the moment, we consider only thep transitions
from the statesuJ,uM u<V& to uJ21,uM u<V&. The transi-
tions are tuned to cavity resonance each time using the e
tric field, while all other Zeeman states are not in resona
with the cavity due to the different Stark shifts. Only tho
molecules in the statesuJ,2V<M<V& are rotationally
cooled down to a number of 2V11 states in the ground
level, uV,2V<M<V&. For example, with OH molecule
in state 2PV51/2 @Fig. 3~a!#, rotational cooling leads to two
internal ground states. For spinless molecules such as Cs
the ground electronic stateX 1SV50 @Fig. 2~a!#, the mol-
ecules can be cooled to a single internal stateu0,0&. The
number of tuning steps required for theDM50 transitions is
(V11)(Jmax2V) for integerV, and (V1 1

2 )(Jmax2V) for
0-4
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half integerV. The tuning electric fields calculated from E
~11! are shown in Figs. 2~b! and 3~b! for different J of the
decaying state.

From Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, we see that it is possible esta
lish a scheme to cool the molecules in most states by usi
multiple field polarization cavity which can support all th
three polarized photons~linear,s2, ands1) corresponding
to DM50,61 transitions, respectively. This enables t
molecules in all the Zeeman states, except the ‘‘cor
states’’ uJ,6J&, to be Stark tuned for cooling into a sing
groundlevel ~or single internalstatefor caseV50). Due to
the quadratic dependence of the Stark shift onM, two pairs
of states can be Stark tuned to cavity resonance each t
but only one pair of states forM50⇔M50 transition.

The total number of steps for cooling with multiple pola
izations is generally given by12 (Jmax2V)(Jmax1V13) for
integerV and 1

2 (Jmax2V)(Jmax1V12) for half integerV,
while the total number of transitions isJmax(Jmax12)2V(V
12) . The possible sequence of tuning is shown in Fig. 5
the molecules with spinS50. The two sequencesA and B
correspond to different cavity parameters given by Eqs.~9!
and ~12!, respectively. SequenceA requires 1

2 (Jmax

2V)(Jmax1V11) steps for integerV and 1
2 (Jmax

2 2V2) steps
for half integer V, while sequenceB requires (Jmax2V)
steps. SequenceA cools Jmax1V11 times more states tha
sequenceB, but the transitions of both the sequences
complementary. The tuning electric fields for sequenceA
and B are calculated from Eqs.~11! and ~14! as shown in
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively.

E. Doppler broadening

The cavity linewidthk5vc /Q must be larger than the
maximum Doppler shift in order for the moving molecules
stay in resonance with the cavityvc /Q.vD5vcPmax/Mc.
For thermal ensemble of OH molecules at abo
10 K(70 ms21), the maximum quality factor we can use
Q'Mc/Pmax'106. This value just gives the highest en
hancement factor in the bad cavity regime. So, it is not he
ful to use largerQ. The momentum distribution of the mo
ecules is essentially unaffected by the small microwa
photon recoil momentum from rotational spontaneous em
sions unless the molecules are ultracold.

FIG. 5. A scheme of the tuning sequence for rotational cool
using a multiple field polarization cavity. SequenceA ~transition 1
to transition 6! is used with the cavity which satisfies 1/lc5(2Be

2ae). SequenceB is composed of the ‘‘corner transitions’’ (a to c)
for the cavity with 1/lc5Jmax(2Be2ae).
01341
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F. Confinement

The maximum diameter~radial dimension! for the confo-
cal cavity geometry can be estimated asD5A3L ~see Fig.
1!. For a typical microwave cavity dimension of 1 mm an
molecules with velocity of say 70 ms21, the interaction time
of Dt5w/u50.01 ms is much shorter than the enhanc
lifetime. Therefore, we need to confine the molecules wit
the cavity.

Figure 1 shows the proposed rotational cooling appara
with the cavity and electric octupoles. The higher-order el
trostatic poles can be used to confine the low field seek
with kinetic energy below about 1 K@18#. This background
field also prevents the Majorana flop into untrapping stat

It may be possible to confine the molecules using a n
stick solid material such as teflon which has low surfa

g

FIG. 6. Electric fields for tuning the CsF molecules using m
tiple field polarization cavity.~a! SequenceA—The points corre-
sponding to eachJ are displaced slightly from each other for clari
and connected by a line to show the tuning sequence, which s
from the largest electric-field value. The points ‘‘o’’ correspond to
the p transitions.~b! SequenceB—The ‘‘o’’ line is for Jmax54,
while the ‘‘*’’ line is for Jmax510. The abscissaJ labels the upper
rotational state for each transition.
0-5
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adhesion to certain molecules. However, this is only ap
cable to a gas at room temperature and not to translation
cold gas because the collisions with the solid wall will le
to translational thermalization. Since the molecules in
solid material do not rotate and have no angular moment
collisions with the surface do not cause rotational transit
via conservation of angular momentum. The main advant
of the solid material confinement is, of course, the infinite
long trapping time.

G. Numerical estimates

We estimate the cooling time with the typical applied tu
ing field for two types of molecules only for thep transitions
involving the middle states (2V<M<V). First, we con-
sider CsF molecules in stateX 1S @Fig. 2~a!# with Be
50.1844 cm21 andae51.1831023 cm21, and the electric
dipole momentm57.87 D@21#. The required electric field o
in the order of 107 V m21 @Fig. 2~b!#. The cavity spacing
from Eq.~9! is L52.04 cm for mode orders51. The cavity
diameter isD;3.5 cm. If the distance between the oppos
electrostatic poles, which produces the homogeneous ele
field EJ , is 1 cm, the required voltage is around 100 kV. T
free space decay rate isGo,J,0,05@J2/(2J21)(2J11)#9.65
31027 s21 and, for Q5106, the enhancement factor ofh
50.543106 boost the decay rate toGc,J,0,050.52@J2/(2J
21)(2J11)# s21. Supposing that a duration oftJ
54/Gc,J,0,0'8@(2J21)(2J11)/J2# is allocated for each
stage of decay from levelJ, then the total duration for en
chanced decay fromJmax55 to Jo50 is

t tot5 (
J5Jo11

Jmax

tJ

5 (
J51

5

8
~2J21!~2J11!

J2
'150 s (;2.5 min).

Since the trapping volume is macroscopically large, ma
molecules can be confined, and this allows the use of s
ciently dilute gas to reduce the loss rate of molecules du
state-changing collisions. Due to the absence of Major
flop, a significant number of molecules should remain c
fined for long enough time for the rotational cooling to ta
place.

Next, we estimate the essential cooling parameters u
OH molecules@with the levels in Fig. 3~a!#, which have a
large rotational constantsBe518.91 cm21 and ae
J

s,
re
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50.724 cm21 @19#, and the static dipole moment ofm
51.6676 D@20#. From Fig. 3~b!, we find that the required
electric fields are around 1010 V5 m21. Even for cavity di-
mension of 0.1 mm, the required voltage is very large,V
;1000 kV and the free space decay rate isGo,J,M ,05@(J
11/2)(J21/2)#/@(2J21)(2J11)#4.452131022 s21. For
a smallQ5103 and assumingJmax55, we have

h5
16 000

33~3.14!2
5540.93

and

t tot5 (
J51

5

4Gc,J,M ,0
21 5 (

J51

5

4
2~2J21!~2J11!

24~J11/2!~J21/2!
'6.7 s.

For OH, the required electric field may be too large to
realized in practice, and it is due to the unusually large ro
tional constantBe . However, it requires a small cavityQ and
the cooling time can be considerably shortened if the high
Q in the bad cavity regime is used.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a rotational cooling scheme for po
molecules using the Stark-tuned internal levels in a sup
conducting microwave cavity. A homogeneous electric fie
is applied for Stark tuning each transition to cavity resona
to enhanced rotational spontaneous emissions. Seque
tuning and the use of the cavity, which supports multip
field polarizations, enable all the molecules to be cooled
wards the ground rotational level. The numerical estima
for CsF molecules show that the scheme requires high v
age which can be realized using the state-of-the-art tech
ogy. However, the molecules with unusually large rotatio
constants require electric field beyond the current capabi
The typical cooling time of 1 min with a large-Q enhance-
ment in a dissipative cavity regime can be realized for m
molecules with moderate rotational constant and large dip
moment.
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